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Large deviations for quantum spin
systems

K. Netocny*
F. Redigt

February 26, 2004

Abstract:We consider high temperature KMS states for quantum spin systems on a
lattice. We prove a large deviation principle for the distribution of empirical averages
X A := mL:iEA Xi, where the Xi'S are copies of a self-adjoint element X (level one
large deviations). From the analyticity of the generating function, we obtain the central
limit theorem. We generalize to a level two large deviation principle for the distribution
of L:iEA liiox,.

Keywords: large deviation principle, central limit theorem, boundary terms,
cluster expansion, Goldon-Thompson inequality.

1 Introduction

Large deviations for classical lattice spin systems constitutes by now a rather complete
theory, see e.g. [6], [13]. In particular, for Gibbsian random fields, it is well-known
that the relative entropy density governs the large deviations of the empirical measure,
see e.g. [5], [13], [4]. The relative entropy density is the Legendre transform of a
generating function which is a difference of pressures. For instance, if one studies
the large deviations of the magnetization in a Gibbs measure with Hamiltonian H,
one has to consider the generating function F(t) = P(H + th) - P(H), where his a
magnetic field Hamiltonian. The Legendre transform of F gives the entropy function
I of the large deviations of the magnetization, Le.,

where (7i, i E Zd is the value of the lattice spin at site i.
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For quantum lattice spin systems a similar large deviation question can be asked.
The (Ji have to be replaced by operators Xi, and the probability measure PH has to
be replaced by a (KMS)-state. We are then interested in the "probability"

(1.1 )

where w is a KMS state, Xi are copies of an observable X at site i, A is a Borel subset
of [-IIXII, IIXII], and A <;;; tld is a (large) volume.

Surprisingly, such probabilities have not been considered in the literature on quan
tum spin systems. Laws of large numbers, and central limit theorems have been con
sidered, e.g. in [16], [17]. It is well known that for large volumes A, the empirical
average I~I 2:iEA Xi is well-approximated (in the state w) by w(Xo)I provided the
state w is mixing. Therefore, it is a natural question to ask whether the probabilities
in (1.1) are of the form exp(-IAlinfaEAI(a)), for some entropy function I. In the
context of non-interacting bosons, this questions has been studied in [10], later gen
eralized in [11] for weakly interacting bosons and fermions, where one considers large
deviations of the particle density.

In this paper we prove the large deviation principle for empirical averages of
the form I~I 2:iEA Xi for high temperature KMS-states w (i.e., so-called level 1 large
deviations), and give a generalization to level-2 large deviations, i.e., large deviations
of distribution of the "measures" LA = I~I 2:iEA Jx; under the state w. The existence

of the generating function of the large deviations of I~I 2:iEA Xi is not as obvious as
in the classical lattice spin context (unless X commutes with the Hamiltonian of the
KMS state). In fact this generating function is not a difference of two pressures, simply
obtained by perturbing the Hamiltonian of the original KMS state by a magnetic field
Hamiltonian. We show that the entropy function obtained by proceeding as in the
classical case is (strictly) larger than the true entropy function. The reason we have
to limit ourselves to high-temperature states is the use of a polymer expansion. This
polymer expansion can be set up because we study the large deviations of averages
of one-point observables.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we set up basic notation specify
our problem, and state the main result of the paper. In section 3 we consider the
easy case of product states, in section 4 we compare with the classical case. In
section 5 we show that the classical proof of existence of pressure does not work
if we want to show existence of the generating function for the large deviations of
empirical averages. In section 6 we set up the cluster expansion, the basic technical
tool to obtain both existence, "boundary condition independence" and analyticity of
the generating function. In Section 7 we prove the main theorem and point out a
generalization to empirical averages of local (not necessarily single site) observables .
Finally, in section 8 we prove level 2 large deviations.
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2 The Problem

Let M be a finite dimensional algebra of complex matrices. For A ~ Zd we define the
local algebra

UA := 0 iEAMi (2.1)

where each Mi is a copy of M. The algebra of local observables is defined as the
inductive limit of the UA's, and is denoted by U. Let X E M be a fixed self-adjoint
element, and consider for A ~ Zd the empirical average

(2.2)

where Xi'S are copies of X in Mi' Suppose we are given a faithful state won U. Given
A E U such that A = A*, we can consider a probability measure on the spectrum of
A, defined by

1 TIDA(dx)f(x) = w(f(A)), (2.3)
u(A)

for f : a(A) ~ JR continuous. In particular, for F ~ a(A) a Borel measurable subset
of the spectrum, we have

TIDA(F) = w(1 F (A)). (2.4)

We call TIDA the distribution of A. Given a self-adjoint element X E M, we ar interested
in the probability measures associated to the empirical averages, i.e.,

11])X ._11])
Jr A .- Jr...Lx .

IAI A
(2.5)

(2.7)

TID~ are probability measures on [-IIXII, IIXII], i.e., they have compact support and
hence always contain convergent subsequences. If the state w is sufficiently mixing,
then TID~ converges weakly to the Dirac measure 6w(Xo), concentrating on w(Xo).

Therefore it is natural to ask whether the sequence {TID~ : A ~ Zd} satisfies a large
deviation principle. This means there exists a lower-semicontinuous convex function
I: [-IIXII, IIXII] ~ JR such that

limsup IA1110gTID~(F) < - inf I(x) for F ~ lR closed,
ATZd xEF

1
liminf -IAllog~(G) > - inf I(x) for G ~ lR open. (2.6)

ATZd xEG

In some sense (2.6) is purely a property of a particular sequence of probability mea
sures with compact support. Therefore, a sufficient condition is the existence of a
differentiable generating function

F(t) .- lim logJTIDx (dx)etIAlx
ATZd A

lim ~ logw (etLEA Xi) .
ATZd IAI

More precisely, following [6], we have the following standard result:
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Proposition 2.8. If for all t E JR., F(t) exists and is differentiable in t, then the large
deviation principle (2.6) holds and the entropy function is

I(x) = sup(xt - F(t)).
tEJR

(2.9)

Differentiability in t can be replaced by strict convexity of I. Even if F is not
differentiable in t, the large deviation upper bound holds, but the lower bound may
fail (see [6] for a counterexample).

We now define what we mean by the central limit theorem in our context.

Definition 2.10. We say that a collection of operators WA, A ~ Zd satisfy the central
limit theorem if there exists (52 > 0, such that for all t E JR.

(2.11)

(2.12)

Bryc's theorem gives a connection between the large deviation principle and the
central limit theorem. In our context this means that if F exists in a neighborhood
of the origin in the complex plane, then the central limit theorem (2.11) holds, with
WA = JiAI I:iinA(Xi - w(Xi )) but possibly (52 = 0, in which case the statement is

empty. If the sum

xi- = L w ((Xi - w(X)(Xo - w(X)))
iEZd

converges absolutely, then (52 = xi.

2.1 High temperature KMS states

The states we consider in this paper are KMS states for a translation invariant finite
range potential at high temperature. This is a collection of self-adjoint cI>(A) E UA,
indexed by finite subsets A ~ Zd with the following two properties.

1. Translation invariance cI>(A + i) = TicI>(A)

2. Finite range: there exists R > 0 such that if diam(A) > R, then cI>(A) = O.

Later on we will see that we can slightly relax the finite range condition, see (7.1)
below. The KMS-state associated to the potential cI> at inverse temperature (3 is
defined as the limit of the finite volume states on UA

w/3(X) = Tr(Xe-/3H%)
A Tr(e-/3H%)

where the Hamiltonians Hl are defined by

HX = L cI>(A)
A£:;A

4
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Remark 2.14. The KMS-states we consider are defined by the limit of (2.12) as
A i 'l}. In that way we avoid the question of uniqueness of KMS-states.

In our context there exists /3b small enough such that there exists a unique KMS
state, which is possible by the finite range property (or by its generalization (7.1), see
e.g. proposition 6.2.45 in [2], but this /3b depends on the dimension of the single site
algebra, and is possibly smaller than the /30 of our main result stated below.

We can now state our main result.

Theorem 2.15. 1. There exists /30 independent of X such that for all/3 < /30 the
generating function

1
F(z) = lim -logw (eZLiEAXi)

ATZd IAI
exists and is analytic in a strip {z = x + iy E C : Iyl < 8}.

2. The large deviation principle (2.6) holds.

3. The central limit theorem (2.11) holds for the operators

1
WA = IITi" 2:)Xi - w(Xo)).

ViAl iEA

3 Non-interacting case: product states

The simplest situation is the case

(2.16)

(2.17)

(3.1)

where Wi are copies of a faithful state on M, Le., there exists A such that for X E M:

The generating function (2.7) is

(
Tr[eZX e-A])

F(z) = log Tr[e- A ] ,

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

which is clearly defined and analytic on the strip {z = x + iy E C : Iyl < 8} for <5

small enough, and
dF Tr[XezXe-A ]

dz Tr[ezXe- A ]

In that case the distribution of XA/IAI is the same as that of the III 2:iEA Xi where

Xi are Li.d. with distribution JlDx . Hence the large deviation principle (2.6) is clearly
satisfied with entropy function

I(x) = sup(tx - F(t)).
tElR

5
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4 Comparison with the classical case

In the classical Gibbs formalism, there is a natural way to obtain large deviation
probabilities by perturbing the Hamiltonian with a magnetic field potential ("Cramer
tilting"). Let us informally follow this procedure in our context. For simplicity we
put f3 = 1 in this section. If we want to know the probability of the event ~ ~ a,

then we perturb the hamiltonian H% with an external field haXA to make the value
a "typical", i.e., such that

. Tr[Xoe-H%-haXA]
hm ~ = a
AiZd Tr[e-HA -haXA]

The rate function can then (again informally) be obtained as follows:

WA (l(a-€,a+C)(~I))
Tr (e-H%-haXA[eH%+haXAe-H%]l(a_e,a+€)(~)) Tr[e-H%-haXA]

Tr (e-H%-haXA) Tr[e-H%J

Define the pressure

P( <I» := lim IA
1

,log Tr[e-H%],
AiZd

and
P(<I>, ha) = lim ~ log Tr[e-H%-haXA].

AiZd IAI

We can rewrite (4.2) as

WA (l(a-e,a+€) (~I) )

T [ -H%-ha XA 1 (&)]r e (a-€,a+e) IAI eIAI(aha+P(cI>,ha)-P(cI»)eo(IAI)
Tr[e-H%-haXA]

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Since ha is chosen according to (4.1), the first factor in (4.5) is close to one, and we
obtain

This suggests as a rate function

l(a) = -[haa + P(<I>, ha) - P(<I»],

which is the Legendre transform of

- . 1 Tr[etLEAX,-H%]
F(t) = hm -IAllog ~

AiZd Tr[e- HA ]

6
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(4.9)

This argument leading to 1, F is of course informal, but in the classical case it is easy
and standard to make it rigorous in order to obtain the lower bound.

By the notation 1 we suggest that 1 is not the entropy function I we are looking
for. Indeed, if the large deviation principle (2.6) holds for XA/IAI, then the only
candidate for I is the Legendre transform of

. 1 TrA[etLEAXie-HX]
F(t) = hm -IAl log H~

AjZd TrA[e- A]

By the Golden-Thompson inequality we have

F(t) ::; F(t),

and hence
l(x) 2:: I(x)

Therefore, the large deviation principle of Theorem 2.15 implies the following.

Proposition 4.12. For G ~ lR. open,

liminf IA1110gJP>~(G) 2:: - inf l(x),
AjZd xEG

where l(x) is defined in (4.7).

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.13)

If X and Hf commute, then (4.10) becomes an equality and l(x) is aCtually the
true entropy function, but in the case [X, Hf] =I 0, the inequality (4.11) can be strict.

Notice that even in the simplest case of product states of the previous section,
I =I 1 as soon as A and X do not commute. A possible explanation here is that the
"perturbed states" obtained by adding a magnetic field potential to the Hamiltonian
are not the right states to make the large deviation event typical.

5 Boundary terms

In the previous section we considered as a candidate generating function

(5.1)

where we now add the subindex f to denote free boundary conditions. The reader
might have noticed that we should have written, following (2.7):

7



The difference between Ff(t) and F(t) is caused by a boundary term and hence it is
expected to vanish in the thermodynamic limit, i.e., we expect that

(5.3)

To be more precise, for A' :J A:

where

TrA[etLEA Xi e- 13H%]

- TrA[e-13H%]

W£N = L 4>(A).
A~N ,AnA;60,AnAC;60

Remark that IIW£NII = O(8IAI), and since Hf and Hf'\A commute,

TrN (exp (t l:iEA Xi) exp ( -(3Hf - f3Hf'\A))

TrN exp ( -f3Hf - PHf'\A)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Hence, if we omit the boundary term T4'i'N in (5.2), then we recover Ff(t). The main
problem is to omit Wi'N in the numerat~r of (5.2), and to prove that the "price" for
this omission is of ord~r (eo(IAI».

This reminds us on the proof of the existence of the pressure, see e.g. [7], [15].
However, in the quantum case this result relies on the inequality

(5.6)

In order to prove (5.3) in a similar way, we would like to have an estimate like

(5.7)

for a state w, where Q' does not depend on A, B. But such an inequality does not
hold!

More precisely, if w = Tr(eH .) /Tr(eH ) (we omit for a moment the indices A refer
ring to the volume), then

11 d
Ilogw(eA+B) -logw(eA)1 = -logw(eA+tB)dt

o dt

and
d Tr (f01eA+tBe-s(A+tB)eHes(A+tB)B dS)
-logw(eA+tB ) = := 'It(B)
dt Tr (f; eA+tBe-s(A+tB)eHes(A+tB) dS)

In general 'It is not a state (unless A + tB and H commute), and the norm of 'It (as
a functional of B) will depend A, Band H, as the following proposition shows.

8



(5.9)

Proposition 5.8. For any X E UA with Ker(X) = {O}, define

'lI (B) = Tr(XB)
x Tr(X)

'lIx defines a continuous functional of G with norm

TrIXI
II'lIxll = ITr(X)J ~ 1, (5.10)

with IXI = )X*X. In particular, for X ~ 0, II'lIxll = 1

Proof: Put X = JIXI, where J is a partial isometry and IXI = )XX* ~ O.
Since Ker(X) = {O}, J is a unitary operator, see [8], Theorem 6.1.2. Since IXI ~ 0,

. wlxl(G) := Tr(·IXI)/Tr(/XI) defines a state. We have:

/
Tr(GX) I = Iwlxl(GJ) I < IIGIIIIJII = IIGIII Tr[lXIJ I
Tr(X) wlxl(J) IWlxl(J)1 Tr[JIXIJ

I
Tr[IXIJ /IIGII (5.11)
Tr(X) ,

and we obtain

If we choose G = J*, then

so

Tr(IXI)
II'lIxll ::; ITr(X)I·

Tr(GX) Tr(IXI)

ITrXI ITr(X)I'

Tr(IXI)
II'lIxll = ITr(X)I·

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

o
This proposition shows that we cannot hope to obtain a useful version of (5.7) in

order to show (5.3). Indeed, if X is not positive (the X we are thinking about here
is fo1 eA+tBe-s(A+tB)eHes(A+tB»), then II'lIxll can be arbitrary large.

Instead we will use cluster expansion to show the negligeability of the boundary
terms.

6 Cluster Expansion

6.1 Set up

In this section we develop the strategy to prove both existence and analyticity of (5.1)
and the equality (5.3). Rewrite (5.1)

1 TrA (etLEi\Xie-.eHl)
Pf(t) lim -IAl log tI: x + log Tr(e

tX
) - P(;3<I»AjZd TrAe iEi\ ,

- lim IA1Il0gwl(e-.eHl) + log Tr(etX
) - P(;3<I», (6.1)

AjZd

9



(6.2)

where w~ is a product state on UA defined by

TrA(e t E'EA x,Y)
wt (Y) - ---'-------:-=------:-;---'--

A - TrA(etE'EA X,)

The product property of the state w~ is crucial and due to the fact that we consider
only the averages of a one-point observable. It implies for A E UA" B E UA", A'nA" =
0:

(6.3)

This factorization is crucial to set up the cluster expansion that will allow us to show
the existence of the limit

(6.4)

Similarly, for A' ::J A define w~, A by,

(6.5)

F(t) =

which is also a product state, and this time we have

. 1. TrA' (etEiEA Xi et9H11) TrA (etLEA Xi) TrA' (e- t9H%~lldA'\A)
hm - hm log . 4> 4>
AjZd IAI A'jZd TrA'(etEiEAXi o IdA'\A) TrA(e-t9HA) TrA'(e-t9HAI)

1 Wt, (e-t9H1')wo(e-t9H%)
log Tr(etx ) - P((3CP) + lim -IAI lim log A ,A t9H~ (6.6)

AjZd A'jZd w~,(e- AI)

where W~, = w~~o is the trace state on UA'. The existence of F(t) is equivalent with
the existence of

~(t) l' 1 l' 1 z-t,t9::. = 1m -IAI 1m og A' A
AjZd A'jZd '

where
_ wt , (e- t9H1,) Wo(e- t9H%)zt,t9 _ A,A A

A',A - 0 ( -t9H4>,)
wAf e A

Moreover, the equality Ff(t) = F(t) will follow from Sf(t) = S(t).
Our strategy is then described as follows.

(6.7)

(6.8)

1. Set up the cluster expansion in order to define 3(t), 3 f (t). This can be done
by properly defining a polymer model and use the Kotecky-Preiss criterion.

2. Equality of Sand Sf follows from the fact that in the expansion, only clusters
touching the boundary of A will make the difference between the expansions of

t IQ -t IQ

log Z;." and log ZA~A

3. Analyticity is proved by showing that the polymer weights are analytic in t and
satisfy the Kotecky-Preiss criterion in a strip in the complex plane.

10



6.2 Polymer model

In order to compute Sf(t), we use the idea of the Mayer expansion and rewrite the
finite volume expectation w~ (e-,BH%) as the partition function of a polymer gas. Due
to the product structure of the state, the polymer weights become independent up to
the exclusion, and we can use familiar results on the convergence of a series for the
logarithm of such partition functions.

We start by writing the series

z~,B = w~[f (-f3:A)n] = w~[f (_~)n L <I>(A l ) ... <P(An)] (6.9)
n=O n=O Al, ...,An~A

that can be cast into the form of a polymer expansion as follows. We use the notation
f = (AI, ... ,An) for any finite sequence of finite sets of sites and the shorthand
<Pr = <p(Al ) ... <p(An ). Let Gr be the graph over the set of vertices {I, ... , n} such
that 1 :s; i < j :s; n are connected by edge whenever A n Aj =J. 0. A sequence
f' = (A~, ... ,A~) is called a maximally connected subsequence of r whenever there is
a maximally connected component of the graph Gr with the vertex set i l < ... < ik
such that A~ = AI"'" A~ = A~k' The following lemma is then an immediate
application of these definitions.

Lemma 6.10. Let {,aJaEI be the collection of all maximally connected subsequences
of f. Then <Pr = ITaEI <PrQ and the product does not depend on the order.

Connected sequences of sets are called polymers and we use the symbol AA for
the set of all polymers in A. Any sequence (respectively set) of polymers (,1, ... "n),
la = (Akl ,· .. ,AkJ, a = 1, ... ,n is called an admissible sequence (respectively set)
if Ai n Aj' = 0 for any i,j and a 1= a'. Given any sequence of sets r, the collection
{,a}aEI of r of all maximally connected components of r is clearly an admissible set of
polymers, but the correspondence is obviously not one-to-one. A simple observation
is that there are exactly

(L:a k(a))!
ITa k(a)!

sequences r such that {,a}aEI is the collection of its maximally connected subse
quences of r. Defining If! = k for any sequence r = (AI,' .. , Ak), we rewrite Z~,B as
the partition function of a polymer model:

00 00 1

= LLk!
n=O k=O tl.···'tk~l "Yl; .. ·,"YkEAA

L:i li=n bll=ll, .. ·,bkl=lk

(6.11)

11



where we have introduced the weights

and the indicator functions

if (,1, ... "n) is admissible

otherwise

if (AI, ... , Ak ) is connected

otherwise

(6.13)

(6.14)

n

aT(rI, ... , In) II pt,(3(ri)
i=I

Note that the polymers have been defined as sequences of sets rather than collections
of sets. Obviously, the weight pt,(3(r = AI, . .. , Ak ) generically depends on the order
of the sets All" . , Ak , whereas it does not depend on A as far as A ~ Uf=IAi, due
to the product structure of the state w~. The cluster expansion now reads [9, 12],
formally,

- L wt,(3(C)
Cr;A

(6.15)

where we have defined the (cluster) weights wt,(3(C) by a partial resummation over
all sequences (rI"",ln), la = (Af, ... ,A~(a»)' n ~ 1, such that SUPP(II"""n) ==
U~=I U:~~) Af = C.

Next we set up a similar expansion for z~fA' Note first that by taking t = 0 in

(6.15) we immediately get cluster expansions for both expectations wX(e-(3HX) and
wX,(e-(3H1,). For w~, A(e-(3H1,) we repeat the same steps to get,

00 n

t (-/3H'P,) _ ""' 1 ""' ( ) II -t,(3( )
wAI,A e A - L.J n! L.J 9 Ill'" , In PA Ii

n=O 'Yl, ... ,')'nEAA' i=I

with the notation

In particular, P~(3(AI'" . , Ak ) does not depend on A' if UiAi ~ A', and

12
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Defining

ii/'~(C) =~ ~
A L..J n!

n=l

n

L aT(rl,"" /'n) II p~(ri)
"Yl, .. ·,"Yn i=l

SUPP(')'l,· .. ,"Yn)=C

(6.19)

we also have wt(C) = wt,~ (C) for any C ~ A and wt(C) = wO,~ (C) for any
C ~ A' \ A. Hence, we get from (6.8) that

1 Zt,~
og A' A =, L w~~(C) + L WO,~(C) - L WO,~(C)

C~A' C~A C~A'

L w~~(C)
CCA/

C'lA, C'lA/\A

(6.20)

where the first term coincides with the series for log ZR~ and the second one is a
boundary term summing up the clusters intersecting both sets A and A' \ A.

The existence of the cluster weights wt,~(C) and w~~(C) and upper bounds can
be proven under the assumption that the polymer weights are sufficiently damped.
We show the Kotecky-Preiss criterion of the convergence [9, 12] to be satisfied in a
high-temperature regime:

Lemma 6.21. Let a, /30 > 0 such that

L e2alBI (e~oll4>BII - 1) ::; a

B30

Then one has the upper bounds

00

SUp L L eaIUiAillpt'~(Al, ... ,An)l::;a
(t,~)EIRX[O,~O]n=l Al, ... ,An

OEUiAi

and

(6.22)

(6.23)

00

sup sup L L eaIUiAillp~(Al'"'' An)1 ::; a (6.24)
A (t,~)ElRx[O,~o] n=l Al, ... ,An

OEuiAi

Combining with Theorem 2 in [12], we have the following result.

Proposition 6.25. Under Condition (6.22), the cluster weights wt,~(C) are translation
invariant and

Similarly,

sup L Iwt,~ (C) I ::; a
(t,~)ElRx [O,~o] C30

sup sup L Iw~~(C)1 ::; a
A (t,/i)ElRx [O,~ol C30

13
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Proof of Lemma 6.21. Using the notation 'Y for the image ofthe sequence 'Y = (AI, .. . ,Ak ),

we have the upper bound -

z 00 13k k

- gc(Bl , ... , Bz) IIL kfll<I>(Bi)11
i=l k=l

z

- gc(B l , ... , Bz) II(el3ll<I>(Billl - 1)
i=l

(6.28)

for any collection of finite sets bBl , ... , B z}, l = 1,2, .... The identical upper bound
holds if we replace pt,13 with pX . Hence, we only need to concentrate on the former
weight, for which we have the inequality

00 00 z

L L ealuiAillpt,I3(Al, ... , An)1 ~ L L gc(Bl , . .. , Bz)II 'P(Bi ) (6.29)
n=l Al,···,An Z=l {Bl,· .. ,BI } i=l

~~~ ~~~

with the shortcut
'P(B) = ealBI (e13II <I>(Blll - 1)

In order to estimate the right-hand side of (6.29), we consider the function

(6.30)

z

Y(~ IB) = L L gc(B l , . .. ,Bz)II 'P(Bi ) (6.31)
Z~l BE{Bl, ...,BI}~t!. i=l

Z

= 'P(B) L L gc(B, B l ,· .. ,Bz)II 'P(Bi ) (6.32)
Z2:0 {Bl, ...,Bl}~t:.\{B} i=l

defined on all pairs of a finite set B and a finite collection ~ of finite sets, ~ 3 B. For
this function we derive a recurrent inequality, realizing that the collection {B l , ... , Bz}

obtained from a connected collection {B, B l , ... , Bz} splits in general into a number
of connected components, each of them intersecting B. By upper-bounding the sums
over these components separately we subsequently write:

Y(~ IB) ~

< 'P(B) L ~! ( L 'P(D) L L gc(D, B l , ... ,Bz)) m

m2:0 D:DnBf.0 Z2:0 {Bl, ...,BI}~t:.\{B,D}

< 'P(B) exp [IBI sup L Y(~ \ {B} ID)] (6.33)
x D3x

DELl.\{B}
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Since
00

L L eaIUiAillpt,f3(AI, ... , An)1 :::; sup LY(~ IB) (6.34)
n=l Aj, .. "An II B30

OEUiAi BEL>

the proof of the lemma is finished by proving by induction in the cardinality of ~
that

sup L Y(~ IB) :::; a
x B3:<

BEL>

(6.35)

uniformly in~. Indeed, by the induction hypothesis and using inequalities (6.22),
(6.33) and the translation-invariance of the potential, we get

sup L Y(~ IB) :::; sup L <p(B) ealBI = L e2alBI (ef31I <I>(B)1I - 1) :::; a (6.36)
x B3:< x B3x B30

BEL>

The case ~ = {0} is trivial.

6.3 Analyticity of the polymer weights

o

Under a slightly stronger condition than (6.22), we prove the existence of an analytic
continuation of the polymer weights pZ,f3('y) to a set {z = x + iy E C; Iyl < 8} x
{,o; liJl < iJo}, uniformly for all polymers. Since the linear functional wi given by
formula (6.2) is not a state anymore for z rf. JR due to the lack of positivity, we write
pZ,f3 ('y) in the form

(_iJ)k Z

pz=x+iY,f3(A1 , ... , A k ) = ~gc(AI, ... , A k ) wA(<<I>(A 1 ) .. · «I>(Ak ))

(_iJ)k
~gC(Al"" ,Ak ) (6.37)

(
Trexx ) IAI '0 I: x-

x Tre(x+iy)X wA(<I>(Ad ... <I> (A k ) e~ iEA'),

an identity valid for any A :> U~=lA. Choosing A = U~=lA and using the bound

ITr e(x+iy)XI

Trexx Iw{o} (e
iyX

)I= Iw{o}(f (i~r X
n

)I
n=O

> 1 _ ~ Iyln IIX lin = 2 - elylflXl1
L.J n!
n=l

(6.38)

(6.39)

L Ipx+iy,f3 ('y)I
I: :r={Bj" .. ,BI}

we obtain the next variant of inequality (6.28):

(
1 ) lu:=jBd III If3Ill<I>/1< gc(B1 , ... , B l ) 2 _ elylllXl1 (e B, - 1)

i=l

I elf3lll<I> B i II - 1
< gc(B1 ,···, B 1) g(2 _ eIYIIIXII)IBil (6.40)
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The other steps in the proof of Lemma 6.21 remain unchanged if we replace there the
function ({)(B) with

({)'(B) = ( e
a

) IBI (ell3lII<I>(B)1I _ 1)
2 - elylliXIi

(6.41)

and assume condition (6.44) below. As a result, we get the upper bound on the
analytic continuation of the polymer weights as

00

sup L L eajUiAillpz=X+iy·,6(Al,"" An)1 ~ a (6.42)
fyl<o.I,6I<,6o n=l A) ..... A n

OEUiAi

The uniform bounds on the cluster weights in the region Iyl < 00, 1.8\ < .80 then follow
by [9, 12]. As a consequence, the (partially resummed cluster) weights w z.,6(C) are
analytic by Vitali's theorem and we arrive at the following result:

Proposition 6.43. Assume there are a, 0,.80 > 0 such that

2a IBI
~ ( e ) (e,6oll<I>BII _ 1) < a
~ 2 - eolixil -
B30

Then the cluster weights wZ ',6 (C) are analytic in the region

Vo.,6o = {(z,,8) EC2
: IImzl < 0, 113\ < .80}

for all finite sets of sites C. Moreover,

7 Proof of Theorem 2.15

One easily checks that under the assumption

L efIB111ll>(B)11 < 00

B30

(6.44)

(6.45)

(7.1)

for some € > 0, there exist a, 6, 130 > 0 such that condition (6.44) is satisfied. Moreover,
.80 can be chosen independent of X.

Existence of Ff(t).
It follows from the cluster expansion for log Z~,6 due to the translation-invariance of
the cluster weights wt .,6(C). To see this, write

(7.2)

16



By Proposition 6.25, 2::C30 Iwt,f3(C) I ::; a, and for any E > 0 there exists a finite set
of sites B such that 2::C30,CgB Iwt,f3(C)! ::; E. Introducing

we have

Ao= {i E A; B + i ~ A} (7.3)

(7.4)

< EIAol + alA \ Aol (7.5)

and the limit limdO limAjzd, the latter being taken in the van Hove sense so that
lim IAol/IAI = 1, yields

'= ( ) _ l' 1 1 zt,f3 _ "" w
t
,f3(C)

~f t - A~~ iAI og A - Li ICI
C30

Moreover, we have got the upper bound SUPtElR 13f(t)1 ::; a.

Equality Ff(t) = f(t).
Notice first that the limit A' i Zd exists,

(7.6)

(7.7)lim log zt,f = log zt,f3 + "" iil t,f3(C)
NjZd A,A A Li A

cgA,cnA-j.0

by the absolute convergence~of the second sum. Using the same argument as above,
the second term is of order o(IAI), and we get the equality 3(t) = 3f (t).

Analyticity of Ff(t).
We only need to prove the analyticity of the function 3 f (t) given by the series (7.6).
By Proposition 6.43, all cluster weights have an analytic continuation to the strip
11m zi < 60 • Since the series converges there uniformly due to (6.45), 3 f (z) is analytic
in the strip by Vitali's theorem.

Finally, the existence and the differentiability of F(t) implies both large deviation
upper and lower bounds by Gartner-Ellis theorem. Since F(t) has an analytic con
tinuation to a neighborhood of the origin, Bryc's theorem implies the central limit
theorem. To see that CJ2 > 0 for (3 small enough, consider first the case (3 = 0, then

where Wo is the normalized trace. Hence in that case, CJ2 > 0 as soon as X has non
trivial spectrum. Therefore, by the convergence of the cluster expansion, the variance
CJ~ = CJ5 + 0((3) is strictly positive for (3 small enough. Moreover, it is given by the
absolutely converging sum

CJ~ = L W ((Xi - w(Xi))(XO - w(Xo)))
iEZd

17



7.1 A generalization

Our result on the convergence of the cluster expansions for Bf(t) and B(t) can be
slightly generalized. We sketch this generalization here without too much details. Let
{q)kh=l,... ,n be a family of potentials and w be a product state. Then the generating
function

H oi> 1 HoI>nZi.. = w(eZ1
A ••• eZn

A )

where Z = (Zl,' .. , zn) E en, admits a cluster expansion

log Zi.. = L WZ(C)
Cr;A

and one has the following result:

Proposition 7.10. Assume that

sup Le2aIBI(eLr;,,18ill4>i(B)Il_1):S a
x B3x

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.11)

for some a, 61, , 6n > O. Then all cluster weights W Z (C) are analytic in the polydisc
D={Z=(Zl, ,Zn): IZil:S6i,i=I, ... ,n} and

sup sup L IwZ(C)1 :S a (7.12)
zED x C3x

Remark 7.13. 1. Notice that (7.11) is the same condition one would write for
the convergence of the cluster expansion for log w(exp 2:i ziHfi).

2. As a corollary, one obtains the existence and analyticity in a neighborhood
of the origin for all kinds of (cumulant) generating functions. In particular,
by taking q)l = q) translationally invariant, Zl = (3, Z2 = z, and q)2(B) =
2:iEZd Ti(X) IB=D+i for a fixed set of sites D and an operator X E UD, one gets
the existence and analyticity for the (free b.c.) generating function

pX(z) = lim ~ logw4>,,B(ezL:D+i~ATi(X»)
f AjZd IAI A

where
w4>,,B(y) = Tr(e-,BH% Y)

A ~e-,BH%)

3. A necessary and sufficient condition on the potentials q)l,"" q)n to satisfy
(7.11) with some a, 61,'" , 6n is that there exists E > 0 such that

sup L e€IB11Iq)i(B)/1 < 00

x B3x

i = 1, ... ,n

Proposition 7.10 does not give the (full) large deviation principle since the modulus
of Zi has to be small. However, it does give the central limit theorem for

Hf - w(Hf)

VA
because for that we only need analyticity in a neighborhood of O.
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(8.4)

(8.6)

8 Level two large deviations

We will now define a random measure which can thought of as the distribution under
the state w of the "measure" 1112:iEAbxi. For f E C([-IIXII, IIXII],JR), and f.l a
probability measure on [-[lXII, IIXII], we write < f.l, f >= Jfdf.l.

More precisely, for iI, ... ,fk a finite collection of continuous functions on [-IIXII, IIXII],
and AI, ... Ak Borel sets, define

If' (<LA,!' > E A" . < LA,!' >E A,) ~ W (lA' C~I ~ f,(X,») .. lA, C~I ~ f, (X,») )
(8.1)

This formula defines the distribution of a random measure LA. Indeed, the sets

{< LA, fl >E AI,'" < LA,!k >E Ak : fi E C([-IIXII, IIX/I], JR), A E B} (8.2)

are Borel sets in the weak topology on Ml([-IIXII, IIXIID, the set of probability mea
sures on [-IIXII, IIXII], and they are generating for the Borel-17-field on Ml([-IIXII, IIXII])

The candidate level-2 generating function is then a functional on C([-c-IIXII, IIXII], JR),
given by

w(f) = lim ~ logE (e<.ch,J» = lim ~ logw (eI:iEh!(Xi») (8.3)
AjZd IAI AjZd IAI

And the corresponding candidate large deviation entropy function is its Legendre
transform:

I(f.l) = sup « f.l, f > -w(f)
!EC([-IIXII,IIXIIJ,lR)

We then have the following theorem

Theorem 8.5. Suppose w is a high temperature KMS-state as in Theorem 2.15.

1. The limit defining the generating function W(f) in (8.3) exists and defines a
convex W : C(['-:IIXII, IIXII], JR) ~ JR.

2. The random measures LA satisfy the large deviation principle with rate function
I given by (8.4).

3. The relation between I and I is given by the contraction principle:

I(x) = inf{I(f.l) : j ~f.l(d~) = x}
[-IIXII,llxIIJ

Proof. The existence of the limit defining W follows from Theorem 2.15, and the fact
that (30 does not depend on X, so we can replace Xi by f(Xi ).

The large deviation principle follows from Gateaux differentiability of W. More
precisely, for any f, g E C([-IIXII, IIXII], JR), the limit

[) W(f) = lim W(f + tg) - W(f) (8.7)
9 tlO t
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exists. This can be seen as follows. By the same argument showing the analyticity
of F(z) (of 2.16) in a strip {z = x + iy : Iyl < b"} one sees that z I--t \J!(f + zg) exists
and is analytic in a strip {z = x + iy : Iyl < b"}, where now b" depends on f and g.
This is clearly sufficient to have the existence of the limit (8.7). Then we can apply
Corollary 4.5.27 of [3] to conclude the large deviation principle.

Finally, the contraction principle follows from the fact that the distribution of
XA/IAI is the distribution of J~£A(d~), hence we are in the situation of the standard
contraction principle, [3], Theorem 4.2.1. 0
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